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ORGANIC FOODS

Damiano Organic needed to identify visitors and ensure they 
would register properly (i.e not leave any important visitor fields 
blank, which can easily happen with a paper visitor book). This 
important part of the visitor management puzzle was really the 
missing link for Damiano Organic, and the driving force which led 
them to look for alternative front desk solutions.

Another important requirement for the medium size business 
was to have all the lists at the click of a button for employees and 
visitors, who are arriving and leaving the premises, for health and 
safety purposes. When looking for a visitor management system, 
the highest priorities for Damiano Organics were that the system 
would be easy-to-use and fast, so as they could automate - and 
therefore significantly streamline - the sign in process. What was 
achieved was exactly what they had asked for: a great looking, 
on-brand interface along with a simple solution to register 
visitors safely and securely.

Why SwipedOn?

The friendly interface of the software made it easy to set up and 
easy for the user to navigate through as a visitor or employee. 
Above all the very efficient support from customer care meant 
that SwipedOn were the clear choice for Damiano Organic. The 
three features they have really benefited from are: easy visitor 
sign in, ID badge printing and NDAs / visitor agreements and are 
happy to have everything they need for when a visitor comes in.

LOCATION

Torrenova, Italy

INDUSTRY

Food Manufacturing

EMPLOYEES

100

Damiano Organic are leaders in the global 
market of organic almonds, which they 
grow locally in Torrenova, Sicily. The 
family-run business also produces organic 
nuts and creamy nut butters for global 
distribution. And as a workforce of 100, 
it’s important for them to be able to keep 
track of employee data as well as visitors 
who may be entering the premises.



The one feature they didn’t realise they needed until they found SwipedOn is the 
evacuation / roll call list. Either shake the iPad or triple tap the SwipedOn logo in the top 
left of the iPad screen in order to activate the evacuations function. And the best bit is, 
you can operate this feature offline!

Help us play a part in mitigating climate change

Did you know that for every new customer at SwipedOn, we plant a tree? And to say a 
huge thank you for our existing customers taking part in our case study, we’ve promised 
to plant a tree for every case study completed, so thank you to our awesome customers 
for helping us build a better planet, one tree at a time!

"It’s very easy for visitors to register and for 
companies to update and manage."
Mariateresa / Sales & Marketing Manager, Damiano

SwipedOn Ltd
sales@swipedon.com
www.swipedon.com

Challenges
•  Ensuring visitors fill in all required  
 fields
•  Full visibility of people on the  
 premises for health & safety  
 purposes
•  A fast, automated sign-in process

Results
•  Easy-to-use and fast visitor sign-in  
 process
•  An evacuation roll call list with  
 instant access in the case of an  
 emergency
•  Visitors now fill in all required fields


